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Chapter Eleven: 

 

 

PHYSICAL ELEMENT 

 
THE GATE, BARRIER, ETC. COMPLETE WITH SUPPORT & FURNITURE 

 

Support structure  Every support needs to carry its own load with allowance for a 

reasonable margin of error and safety. Just holding the  

product/gate, is not satisfactory, as external forces and operational loads constantly  

increase the minimum requirement. 

 

‘Snap’ is the phrase used for a gate/barrier moving in one direction and having to stop, 

returning immediately. This is most often found when the system is running one way and 

safety requests an immediate change in direction, to stop vehicular or pedestrian impact. This 

change of direction increases load to the operator exponentially and is relative to the speed of 

travel, size and weight of the physical element (gate or beam etc.). This load is directed 

straight through the operator to its fixings, so this point of contact needs to be secure. With 

the operator fixed to the support post, this whiplash effect can rip it free if not fixed correctly. 

 

Free standing box section steel support posts with duct entry and inspection plates, concreted 

well into a suitable and stable foundation are the most ideal and technically beneficial product 

and always recommended. Masonry or timber may be added for cosmetic reasons, but is best 

not to be solely relied upon. 

 

             
 

Timber posts are often used and can give a suitable support, however their life expectancy as 

well as their failure rate is of mid to long term concern. As timber is a live material it is 

affected by moisture and extreme weather conditions far more than a steel post would be. 

Twisting, splitting, expansion and contraction are areas of concern that can directly affect the 

performance of the system. 
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Piers, columns, walls and other such structures, made from any masonry material, are only as 

strong as their own construction/condition and that of their joining compound. Fixing points 

(gate hinge or operator etc.) could be weaker than anticipated. Such fixings should be spread 

over a suitable area (via wall plates) with the right type of fixing (chemical resin type usually 

recommended) so as to ensure stability. Steel posts built inside the support structure can be an 

adequate solution, but to ensure best integrity the construction of the foundation as well as the 

pier/wall etc. would need to be carried out in stages, to accommodate the system 

requirements. 

 

           
 

 

Gate shape  It is usual policy for gate designs to be classified by shape without  

   regard to decoration. Spikes, scrolls, finials, and alike are often 

disregarded in respect to sizing or style categorization. 

 

The shape of a gate leaf should be a consideration within the system design. The loads taken 

by the fixings and support structure can be affected by the shape of the gate. Gates of a 

similar construction, made from the same materials can pose different stresses and effects on 

a system if they are of different shapes. A gate that rises in the middle (bow top), or falls at 

the hinge end, can create an increased cantilever effect on the hinge and support than that of a 

flat top (flat top) gate or one that swoops down toward the middle (swallow top). It is the 

effect weight has over distance from the hanging style of the gate and this contributes to the 

operational snap of the system as well as the load on the fixings and support structure. 

 

 

   
 

 

The wider the opening the greater this effect becomes and needs to be allowed for within  

the whole system design. 

 

The most common shapes of gate are as the three listed above, Bow, Flat, & Swallow  

top, with other common shapes being ‘Dip’ a type that is level from the hinge stile before 

dropping toward the center. ‘Step’ is the opposite of Dip and steps up towards the center. 
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‘Swoop or double dip’ has each leaf or half with its own dip towards the center and rise at 

each end. ‘Arch or double bow’ is the opposite of swoop or double dip, and rises at the 

center of each leaf. 

 

   
 

 

Gate size The opening width of a gate system or barrier is the most important 

factor concerning the operational benefit and reliable  

life expectancy of the operator and physical fixings of the system. The wider the opening the 

more power is needed to move the gate as well as slow it and send it the other way. The 

kinetic energy of the gate moving one way to stop and return is greater as the width and 

weight of the object increases. Therefore wide or heavy gates pose greater needs on the 

system and a wide heavy gate can be an issue for most operators, especially under-gate units. 

 

Wind resistance and other such external forces will have a direct bearing on the  

performance of the system and the greater the surface area of the gate, the more  

pronounced this effect. The shape of the gate or detail within (drag factor)  

is therefore important to the success of the system. 

 

   
 

Some systems are fitted with by-pass valves or electronic cut out devices to allow the  

system to cut out in the event of meeting an obstruction. In conditions of high wind, close  

board and sheeted gates can be caught by the wind and not fully open or close as the  

wind pressure changes and this force may be considered by the system to represent an  

obstruction. 

 

       
 

 

Height is of less technical importance than width, but should be accounted for within the  
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design accordingly. Height is an issue with most planning departments and consultation  

with the local planning officer is always recommended beforehand. Once again the  

decorative elements (spikes, scrolls and alike) may be disregarded as long as they are not  

excessive? 

 

   
 

 

Ideal swing Domestic 3-4m wide x under 2m high 

 Multi-user  4-5m wide x under 2.5m high 

 Commercial  4.5-6m similar to multi-user x 3m +/- TBA 

 Industrial  subject to requirement and controls availability. 

 

 

Larger openings are often requested and can be accommodated, however additional  

features and care are needed to compensate for the increases. The larger the gate leaf, the  

greater the force is needed from the operator to move it, in both directions and this leads  

to conflict with force testing and recognized safety requirements accordingly. 

 

 

    
 

 

Dual directional traffic, through a single entrance, at the same time is not recommended.  

Therefore the maximum multi-user width should be less than 6m wide. This can aid  

traffic calming by slowing users to a more acceptable speed. 

 

If dual directional traffic at the same time is required, the opening should be split by a  

traffic island and comprise two single file carriageways, large enough to suit all user  

vehicles without restriction (Two 3.5+m wide gates, ideally 2 pairs of gates, with a 

600+mm wide island between).  
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Small openings are occasionally called for and the minimum width is often denoted by  

the type of vehicle using it. Most modern vehicles require a minimum clear opening of  

2.5m but our recommendation is to increase this where possible up to the 3.6m domestic  

ideal. Field gates traditionally have only been about 3m wide and as such are reasonably 

suitable in their location (subject to access). 

 

Tight openings often require vehicles to approach head on, so any turning requirement before 

or after the opening, must be considered accordingly. 

 

   
 

 

 Recommendations on sliding gate widths: 
 

Subject to type, the width of a sliding gate is less important than that of swing gates and  

as such domestic widths can usually range between 3 > 6m. Multi-user, commercial and  

industrial are usually wider to suit. All sliding gates require an overhang for support in  

the closed position and this must be allowed for. 

 

 

   
 

It is recommended that all openings cater for single file traffic use. Even on multi- 

user sites two way flows through the same opening at the same time are to be  

avoided. Making the opening extra wide, to accommodate two vehicular users at the  

same time is often unsafe and unnecessarily expensive as well as costly to repair and  

maintain. 
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If simultaneous two way use is needed through any one entrance, the whole system  

should be designed with a traffic island splitting a dual system, allowing entry though  

one side and exit through the other, independently. This is only practical if the overall  

width of workable area exceeds 9m and allows for two 3.8m plus clear openings with an  

Island of about 600mm plus, and suitable kurbs. 

 

  
 

 

Some sites (mainly commercial) may have the need to close off a larger area outside  

normal working hours and this could include a second or third much wider system, in  

front or behind the main entrance. If this is the case, numerous decisions need to be made  

over the use and interaction of the controls and equipment of all the systems and the  

effect one may have on the other. 

 

  
 

 

Gate material  As successful automation relies upon sound stable engineering, the  

   material used needs to be stable. ‘Metal’ is always recommended over 

‘Timber’ as it is usually stronger and far more stable. With timber gates there is always a 

compromise between cosmetic looks and system reliability. Timber is a live material that is 

always moving and will often split and crack naturally, even without automation. However, 

automation of timber products can accelerate natural movement. 
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A combination of materials is also used and assuming metal provides the structural  

integrity, timber, glass, plastic etc. parts can be added to give the cosmetic or other 

benefit required. 

 

 

   
 

 

Some timbers are more suitable than others for staining or painting and some better for  

oil or leaving natural. If a timber gate is required we would request knowledge of the  

customer’s final end finish requirement, so that the best materials may be suggested. 

 

 

   
 

 

Gate construction  Every gate should be constructed to suit the material used, within  

   the opening size required. The environment it is expected to perform 

in, the level of use and likelihood of abuse throughout the years, should be of high 

consideration, along with local annual events, seasonal changes, method of use, etc. and life 

expectancy of the whole system. 

 

Detail and design should suit the operational needs of the system and any feature that  

could become a hindrance to the safe use or performance of the system should be avoided  

(wicket gate, loose fixtures or fittings, etc.). 
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Metal gates should be constructed to suit the opening size and method of control. Welded 

rectangular or square hollow section outer frame of 40mm plus, is recommended on domestic 

sites, together with medium/thick wall hollow section elsewhere (to avoid excessive weight 

and yet aid in stability). Gates for Multi-user or commercial sites should be constructed using 

larger sections and for industrial sites, should be larger and stronger again. 

 

 

   
 

 

Wrought iron, cast iron and solid construction gates, can all be automated, but more care 

and consideration is needed in the whole system design. These types of construction are 

usually far heavier and in some cases more fragile, with more complicated fixing and hanging 

requirements than for mild steel and hollow section build. The weight of each gate has a 

direct bearing on the ‘Snap’ loads in operation and as such require stronger automatic 

operators or motors. The level of use and width of opening are particularly important with 

such gates and as such they are not ideally suited to High use, Multi-user, Commercial or 

Industrial sites. 

 

 

   
 

 

Solid Natural Timber gates will all move as timber is/was a live material and to avoid some 

of this, each gate leaf should be constructed with a minimum suitable frame size of 70mm 

plus. Alternatively a steel frame or reinforcement can be incorporated within the gate design. 

Moisture content throughout the year will undoubtedly have an effect on the size and shape 

of each gate leaf and as such will affect the performance of the system in some way. Oak 

gates can be most prone to movement and splitting (shake) is common place, in fact it is the 

feature about Oak most people love in old buildings, as they twist and crack, giving real 
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character. If Oak or similar is required, all such customers should be advised of this natural 

tendency that is usually uncontrollable. 

 

 

                 
 

 

Manmade timbers  are available such as Tricoya or Accoya that can be more suited to 

external use and are known to be more stable for use according to build and finish. 

 

 

  
 

  

Combination mix  gates with metal plus timber, or alternative cladding or decoration 

should be constructed to allow for reasonable stability from the metal with minimum 

disruption from the timber/other material long term. 

 

 

  
 

 

Clad gates  are usually an exposed metal frame that has cladding added and often  

(but not always) on one side only 
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Skeleton gates  are usually gates that are made of a core of metal that is encased in  

cladding so that the metal frame becomes the gate’s skeleton. 

 

 

   
 

 

Close-board Infill, Sheeting or Cladding should be avoided where practical. They can provide 

privacy and some noise reduction, but create problems with wind resistance and system 

performance, especially in exposed locations. Palisade gates and similar shaped Infill, create 

high levels of drag against the wind and as a result, have significant problems in windy 

conditions. 

 

 

   
 

 

Furniture & Hinges  All gate system furniture should be designed and installed  

    suitable for both the automatic and manual use of the system, 

allowing for numerous more operations than its otherwise fully manual equivalent, 

throughout the life expectancy of the system. 

 

The furniture often carries the operator and therefore, takes the stresses and loads of  

control from the operator, through to the gate. The size and shape of the furniture needs  
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to be large enough to spread this force across a suitable area of each gate. 

 

         
 

The hinges should be of a high use type, suitable for the proposed method of control, 

adequately maintainable (sometimes needing to be adjustable) and securely fixed to a stable 

structure. Their design and installation should allow for free, non-restricted operation and the 

geometry should avoid risk of entrapment. 

 

       
 

Working tolerances (gaps) should be of a functional size, allowing for anticipated weather 

conditions (snow, ice, wind, rain, direct summer sun light etc.) However they should also be 

designed so as to avoid any safety concern that could apply to users, including pedestrians. A 

consideration toward pets and other animals is also required. 

 

 

Track & Racking Sliding gate tracks should be securely installed onto a suitable base 

with adequate foundation that is strong enough to withstand not  

just the gate itself, but all traffic requirements of the entrance. The design of all tracking and 

foundation should allow for all types of traffic that may need to maneuver through  

the opening, e.g. heavy goods vehicles, dust carts, removal lorries, delivery vehicles,  

builders lorries etc.). 

 

The racking should be securely fixed to the gate in a safe and functional position, so as to  

allow for servicing and maintenance. 
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Gate Stops Every gate should be designed with suitable stops at both ends of 

travel, whether they be physical or electronic in operation, a fixed  

stop for manual operation is recommended. In the case of sliding gates, physical gate  

stops MUST be installed to prevent the gate being moved from its support arches when  

in manual mode. 

 

By their very existence stops can be a hazard to users and should be positioned to be as safe 

in use, as is practical. Centre stops on swing gates are a real concern to users and their 

location (height out of the ground) is often subject to ground levels and leaf swing clearances. 

For vehicular clearance, the maximum projection out of the ground should be no more than 

70mm (subject to drive condition and levels) and it should be rounded off, avoiding any sharp 

edges that could damage tyres. 

 

Stops should be faced with a noise absorbing material where practical and be securely fixed 

so that minor impact can be withstood. Thousands of operations from the gate would 

otherwise weaken or damage the stop causing system malfunction or poor performance. 
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